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1A.  AMENDMENT OF SOLICITATION NO. 1B.  DATED 

1-13-C013 December 3, 2012
2A.  AMENDMENT NO. 2B.  EFFECTIVE DATE 

One (0001) December 7, 2012
The solicitation identified in Block 1A is amended as set forth in Block 3.   Hour and date specified for receipt of offers   is extended,  

 is not extended.  Offerors must acknowledge receipt of this amendment prior to the hour and dated specified in the solicitation or as amended, by 
one of the following methods:  (a) by completing Block 4 and returning copy of the amendment; (b) by acknowledging receipt of this amendment on 
the Solicitation Offer and Award Sheet, Block 13.  FAILURE OF YOUR ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO BE RECEIVED AT THE PLACE DESIGNATED 
FOR THE RECEIPT OF OFFERS PRIOR TO THE HOUR AND DATE SPECIFIED MAY RESULT IN REJECTION OF YOUR OFFER. 
3.  DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT

The Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority Solicitation 1-13-C013, entitled “Runway 15-33 Safety Area 
Enhancements, Runway 33 Earthwork Package at Ronald Reagan National Airport” is amended as follows: 

1. Section VII Contract Provision 20 is hereby deleted in its entirety and Revised INSURANCE 
PROVISION 20 dated December 7, 2012 is incorporated herein and made a part hereof.  

2. All other terms and conditions of the solicitation remain unchanged. 

Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions of the document referenced in Block 1A, as heretofore changed, 
remain unchanged and in full force and effect. 
4A.  NAME AND TITLE OF OFFEROR 4B.  SIGNATURE 4C.  DATE
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Amendment No. 001 
Dated December 7, 2012   
REVISED INSURANCE PROVISION 
Section VII Contract Provisions 

20. INSURANCE 

Unless otherwise provided in the Contract, the Contractor shall provide and maintain in full force for the 
full period of this contract insurance covering losses at its own expense the following minimum insurance 
coverages, which shall remain in effect for a period of five (5) years following final completion and 
acceptance of all Work: 

1) Workers Compensation insurance in the amount of statutory coverage in Commonwealth of 
Virginia. The Employer's Liability limit shall be no less than $1,000,000 per accident, per person 
disease, and disease by policy limit. Coverage shall include, when required, benefits in 
accordance with applicable laws such as the Occupational Disease Act, the U. S. 
Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act and the Jones Act. Such policy or 
policies shall include a waiver of subrogation in favor of the Authority. 

2) General Liability and Umbrella Liability insurance – 

a. Contractor shall maintain commercial general liability (CGL) and, if necessary, commercial 
umbrella insurance with a limit of not less than $5,000,000 each occurrence combined 
single limit and written on an occurrence basis. If on a claims-made basis, the Contractor 
warrants that any retroactive date applicable to coverage under the policy precedes the 
effective date of this contract; and that continuous coverage will be maintained or an 
extended discovery period will be exercised for a period of three years beginning from 
Final Completion of the Work. 

b. CGL insurance shall be written on ISO occurrence form CG 00 01 12 04 (or a substitute 
form providing equivalent coverage) and shall, at a minimum, cover liability arising from 
premises, operations, explosion, collapse and underground hazard, independent 
contractors, products/completed operations, personal and advertising injury, and liability 
assumed under an insured contract including the tort liability of another assumed in a 
business contract. 

3) Business Automobile Liability insurance with a limit of not less than $5,000,000 each accident, 
which may be provided under a primary automobile liability policy and, if necessary, commercial 
umbrella liability insurance, covering owned, hired and non-owned vehicles.  

a. If hazardous or non-hazardous materials are to be transported under the Scope of Work, 
the policy shall include pollution liability coverage at least as broad as that provided under 
the ISO pollution liability CA 99-48, and the Motor Carrier Act endorsement (MCS 90) 
shall be attached. 

Contractor shall comply with all Federal laws and with all states' laws and insurance requirements 
where hazardous materials and non-hazardous materials may be transported. 

4) Contractors Pollution Legal Liability Insurance – 

a. Contractor shall maintain in force for the full period of this contract insurance covering 
losses caused by pollution conditions that arise from the operations of the contractor 
described under the Scope of Work. 
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b. Insurance as required in section 4.a shall apply to bodily injury; property damage including 
loss of use of damaged property or of property that has not been physically injured; 
cleanup costs; and defense, including costs and expenses incurred in the investigation, 
defense, or settlement of claims. The policy of insurance affording these required 
coverages shall be written in an amount of at least $5,000,000 per loss, with an annual 
aggregate of at least $10,000,000. 

c. The policy of insurance as required in paragraph 4.a shall be endorsed to include as an 
insured the Authority, its subsidiaries, officers and employees. 

d. The policy of insurance as required in paragraph 4.a shall be written by an insurer 
acceptable to the Authority. 

e. If coverage as required in paragraph 4.a is written on a claims-made basis, the Contractor 
warrants that any retroactive date applicable to coverage under the policy precedes the 
effective date of this contract; and that continuous coverage will be maintained or an 
extended discovery period will be exercised for a period of three years beginning from the 
time that work under the contract is complete. 

f. If the Scope of Work as defined in this contract includes the disposal of any hazardous or 
nonhazardous materials from the job site, the site must be approved by the Authority and 
the Contractor must furnish to the Authority evidence of pollution legal liability insurance 
maintained by the disposal site operator for losses arising from the insured facility 
accepting waste under this contract. Coverage certified to the Owner under this paragraph 
4.f must be maintained in minimum amounts of $10,000,000 per loss, with an annual 
aggregate of at least $20,000,000. 

5) RESERVED 

6) Marine Insurance - If the Contractor performs any of the work under this contract on a barge, a 
floating platform, a ship or any other vessel used on ocean or inland waterways, Contractor shall 
purchase or cause to be purchased by the owner of the vessel the following coverages to provide 
protection against all Ship Owner’s and Contractor's liability: 

a. Protection & Indemnity (P&I) Insurance - $5,000,000 limit including both indemnification 
and defense costs, and including: 

i) Coverage for the risks of Sudden & Accidental Pollution losses over waterways 
ii) Coverage for costs associated with Wreck Removal when a Governmental 

authority has ordered such wreck removal 
iii) Coverage for collision liability 
iv) Coverage for bodily injury or property damage caused by the boat 
v) Coverage for dredging operations 
vi) Damage to piers, docks, jetties, and other fixed objects 
vii) Jones Act 
viii) U .S. Longshore & Harbor Workers Act 

Coverage shall be amended to include a waiver of subrogation in favor of Authority and to 
include wording to the effect that the P&I coverage is primary and any Authority insurance 
is noncontributory.  The Authority shall also be named as an Additional Insured. 
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b. Hull and Machinery Insurance - including collision liability for the full replacement cost 
value of the vessel. 

c. Workers Compensation including coverage under the Jones Act and the US Longshore 
and Harborworkers Compensation Act (if not covered under the Protection & Indemnity 
policy). Coverage shall be amended to include a waiver of subrogation in favor of 
Authority.

7) Vessel Pollution-

a. Coverage A, Oil Pollution Act of 1990 limit must be $5,000,000 any one vessel. 

b. Coverage B, CERCLA limit must be $5,000,000 any one vessel. 

All insurers shall be rated no less than A- by AM Best. The Authority shall be designated as an additional 
insured on all primary and excess liability policies and Contractors Pollution Liability policies specified 
herein for both ongoing and completed operations under ISO endorsement CG 20 10 11 85 (or its 
equivalent). The policies shall include a provision for cross-liability coverage as provided under standard 
ISO forms' separation of insureds clause. In addition, such insurance shall be primary insurance and 
shall contain a severability of interest clause with respect to each insured.  

The "Other Insurance" clause of such policies shall be modified, if necessary, to specify that any 
separate insurance maintained in force by the Authority shall be considered excess insurance and shall 
not contribute with insurance extended by Contractor's and/or subcontractor's insurer(s) under this 
requirement and shall be for the benefit of the Authority’s interests only.  

Contractor shall ensure that all subcontractors supply insurance in accordance with this section. Failure 
of Contractor to purchase insurance or ensure that subcontractors purchase such insurance shall not 
relieve Contractor of its obligations hereunder. Such insurance shall not serve as a limitation on 
Contractors liability. 

Contractor shall, ten (10) days before commencing Work under this Agreement and prior to expiration of 
any policy of insurance specified herein, deliver to the Authority, one copy of the Certificate(s) of 
Insurance and one copy per policy of each additional insured endorsement(s) designating the Authority 
as an Additional Insured.  The Contractor as part of this contract certifies that minimum insurance 
coverages, as required above, are in effect and shall not be cancelled or materially changed until thirty 
(30) days after written notice is given to the Authority. Contractor further agrees to allow the Authority to 
view each of the above policies at the Contractor's offices and to obtain a certified written copy within 15 
days of request from the Contractor's insurance carrier or agent, if so requested by the Authority. The 
Authority reserves the right to waive or modify selected insurance requirements for the contractor for 
good cause. The failure of the Authority to enforce the insurance provisions or to identify a deficiency 
from evidence that is provided shall not constitute a waiver of those provisions nor in any respect reduce 
the obligations of the Contractor to maintain such insurance or to defend and hold the Authority harmless 
with respect to any injury or damage covered by this contract. 


